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Status Overview and Recommendations on 

Lithuania's Engagement in CERN Activities 
 

1. Current Situation 
 

The Center for Experimental Nuclear and Particle Physics (Center) has been established, which is a 
positive development for Lithuania's stronger engagement in CERN activities. It has given an 
immediate boost to Lithuania's presence at CERN. In addition, the Center represents Lithuania in the 
process of the current European Particle Physics Strategy Update (EPPSU), which is an important activity 
aimed at shaping the future of the field. In general, the Center is viewed as having a dual purpose in the 
country: 

• It should have its own team for High-Energy Physics (HEP) research. At the moment this is not 
realized, as the Center has only one scientist. 

• It should coordinate all CERN-related activities in Lithuania. Currently this is not happening, as 
the resources are not all channeled through the Center. 

It is very much appreciated that the chair of the Center is an active particle physicist. The committee 
recognizes a positive development in Lithuanian Science, whose groups are participating in the 
following CERN activities: High-Energy Physics (HEP) and Material Science, and Data and Computer 
Science show great progress, which is highly appreciated. However, most of these activities are done by 
scientists outside of the Center, and the committee is particularly concerned that the Center lacks 
academic Research and Development (R&D) capabilities. The main reason for this concern is the lack 
of allocation of R&D resources to the Center. On the other hand, CERN-related R&D activities are 
generally progressing well in Lithuania. Currently, the most prominent activities in the country are (1) 
radiation-hard materials and radiation monitoring (within the RD50 collaboration); (2) scintillators for 
future detectors (involved with the CMS MIP Timing Detector and more widely with the Crystal Clear 
Collaboration); (3) new materials for beam-pipe coatings for future accelerators; (4) and some initial 
activity related to the CMS pixel detectors. 

Looking into the new generation of scientists and students, the situation looks promising, though with 
some caveats. VU has a sufficient amount of courses in particle physics at the Bachelor (undergraduate) 
level. A risk factor is the Master's (graduate) level: while there is an advanced one-semester "melange" 
course on particle physics, a selection of more specialized courses in HEP theory and experiment is 
typically expected of graduate schools with a particle physics curriculum. The main obstacle to enlarge 
such training capacity is the limited number of academic personnel with specialised knowledge in 
particle physics. On the other hand, PhD-level studies focus on research as they should and the currently 
available supervision is adequate.  

The interest in CERN-related research is growing in Lithuania, which is very encouraging. A weak 
point is the low number of young researchers. The committee notes the worrisome fact that there are no 
HEP postdocs in Lithuania.  



It is clear that CERN-related funding should grow in order to account for the growing interest. The 
current, limited, funding is oversubscribed. As a result, new funding programmes are essential: in order 
to sustain the growth of the HEP community there should be national programmes on top of the possible, 
and welcome, funds from the EU. 

The committee notes positively that CERN-related outreach activities to a broad public occur 
periodically in Lithuania. However, participation in International Particle Physics Outreach Group 
(IPPOG) is still missing, which could be helpful to spread the messages to wider audiences in an optimal 
way. On a similar note, there is no Lithuanian coordinator for the CERN teacher programme: a 
Lithuanian teacher willing to take up this role should be found. 

Since Lithuania's accession to CERN, the role of International Liaison Officer (ILO) has been 
instituted: this is a positive development for relations with CERN and is essential to promote the 
industrial return to Lithuania. We encourage the ILO to be more proactive, especially by his/her 
presence at CERN. It seems that Lithuania's overall return is shaping up, but there is room to improve. 
On the one hand, the current industrial return needs some attention (currently at 30% level). On the other 
hand, the committee notes that several Lithuanians have joined CERN as laboratory personnel. However, 
it seems that Lithuania is not yet profiting from CERN studentships, which could be instrumental for 
new research and technological ideas returns to the country. The committee notes that the Business 
Incubator (BIC) has been established: this is a major step towards direct knowledge transfer to national 
industries. 

2. Future 
The High-Energy Physics (HEP) research is an important component of the reasons why Lithuania 

has joined CERN: in order to exploit this, potential adequate investments are required. The main 
advantages can be summarized as: 

• HEP is a very international field. 
• HEP helps to maximize the return invested to CERN. 
• In physics, HEP is the leading discipline in Data Science, i.e., Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big 

Data, Cloud Computing, Machine Learning, etc. 
• HEP is a multidisciplinary field that fosters innovation and the development of new technologies. 
• Disruptive technologies can only come from fundamental research. 
• HEP students1 are desired in industry upon graduation, and often create start-ups. 

CERN is a large international organization, and it is a unique laboratory. It is worth stressing that by 
Lithuania's accession to CERN, CERN has effectively become a national laboratory of Lithuania. As 
with any laboratory, it has a lot of value and potential, thus it is important to use CERN's infrastructure 
at its fullest. At the moment Lithuania is the leading Baltic state with ties to CERN, but the picture might 
change as Latvia is applying for associate membership and Estonia is applying for full membership. 
Lithuania may wish to maintain leadership in the region. 

A strong voice in the Baltic region could be achieved if the role of the Center is strengthened. More 
precisely, Lithuania could potentially lead the Baltic effort: for this to happen the growth of the Center is 
imperative. In addition, vigorous R&D programmes are important for the growth of local industry. 
Validating the potential of local industry, will, in turn, bring investment/resources from outside Lithuania. 

 
1In the CMS experiment alone, there are 1050 PhD students. Lithuanians have a major engagement in the CMS. 



R&D and deeper integration with CERN can be instrumental in bringing large EU research infrastructure 
to the Baltics, like medical centers based on accelerators. 

In order to maximize the impact and returns from the membership of CERN, it is important to 
strengthen both the detector activities and industrial engagement. Some of the goals could be reached by 
establishing targeted funding for the relevant research of Lithuanian teams, which should not be aimed 
at boosting salaries. The Center should play a leading role in this process, in particular by contributing 
to the development of the national physics strategy (especially the HEP part) and by coordinating CERN-
related academic Research and Development (R&D) in Lithuania, especially by being involved in setting 
local responsibilities. 

A target for R&D activities should include detector building. For example, within CMS, the current 
main experiment with Lithuanian participation, the MIP Timing Detector or the Pixel detector are 
examples of state-of-the-art detector technology development of interest to Lithuania.  

Detector development is important for future technologies, a deeper integration into the experimental 
community, forming highly-skilled new generations of researchers, and in general the future of 
fundamental research. In addition, such R&D efforts foster applications, with knowledge and people 
being transferred into industry, start-ups, medical applications, etc. Detectors are an integral part of any 
smart technology, together with computing and algorithms (data analysis): they are absolute musts for 
future high-tech industries and companies. 

3. Conclusions 
In order to maximize the return to Lithuania from membership of CERN and fulfill the requests of the 

CERN Council, we make the following key recommendations: 
• More funding for CERN-related programmes should be secured in order to fully profit from the 

associate membership at CERN. 
• CERN-related national funding programmes should be coordinated by the Center. 
• The Center's staff should be increased. 
• The Center should aim to become an academic R&D hub. 

 
 


